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1. INTRODUCTION 
The following system of reaction-diffusion equations has been proposed by 
J. M. Lasry [6] as a model which may have properties sufficiently similar to 
the well-known Hodgkin-Huxley equations of nerve conduction that their 
study will lead to a better understanding of the latter: 
where -co < x < co and u = p cos /I?, v = p sin p. The radial component (6, of 
the nonlinearity is 4&p) = k( 1 - p), k > 0 while the rotational component $, 
is a smooth, 2n-periodic function with 
UP) < 0 for O<P<&, 
>o for PO < P < 29~. 
(1.2) 
The nonlinear terms in (1.1) thus define a vector field in the (24, v) plane 
having a stable critical point at (1,O) and unstable critical points at (0,O) 
and (cos &, , sin &). Moreover, if we take 0 < & < rc, then flows starting with 
/3, < /I < rc make large excursions before decaying to (1, 0), whereas those 
with 0 < /? < & decay monotonically to (l,O). This “excitability” is a feature 
in common with the nonlinear vector field in the Hodgkin-Huxley equations, 
and also with the simpler FitzHugh-Nagumo equations. 
We begin by describing some results of numerical simulations we made of 
(1.1). Suppose the initial data (u(x, 0), V(X, 0)) is a smooth curve in the (u, V) 
plane which stays near (1,O) for 1x1 large, and which winds around (0,O) 
one or more times in the same direction. Then if k, the “strength” of the 
radial component, is sufficiently large, one observes that the solution never 
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goes through the origin and evolves to a train of apparently stable traveiing 
pulses, the number of pulses determined by the number of times the initial 
data encircled the origin. On the other hand, for smaller values of k, one or 
more of the initial loops around the origin are “pulled through,” reducing the 
number of traveling pulses. It thus appears that the stability of the observed 
traveling waves is directly dependent on the size of k, a larger value of lc 
being needed for stability of a wave with more pulses. We also made 
simulations of (1.1) with periodic boundary conditions, again observing 
stable traveling waves for k sufficiently large. 
This paper is concerned with certain existence and stability results for 
(spatially) periodic traveling wave solutions. There are basically two reasons 
why we look at periodic solutions on a finite interval: the analysis is easier 
than the infinite interval case, and our numerical simulations indicate that if 
the interval is long, the propagating pulses are little affected by the boundary 
conditions. We also replace the rotational term p, by E$~, /E/ small, so that 
our system is a perturbation from the irrotational case E = 0, which is 
considerably simpler. Hence, we consider the system 
u, = Id,, + k( 1 - p)U - &Q1 (P)a. 
v, = u,, + E#,(/~)zI + k( 1 - p)v, 
(1.3) 
U, u 2n-periodic in x, with 4, as in (1.2). 
There is no loss of generality in restricting to a period of 2n, since the 
change of variables s = fi y, t = ar, (u, v)(x, t) = (IT, E)(JJ? r) transforms 
(1.3) to the equivalent system 
UT = ii,,,. + ak( 1 - /?)zi - CXE#,(& 
CT = Fyyy + m#,(rij)U + ak( 1 - p)F, 
We denote by (Cp(S’))” the space of p times continuously differentiable, 
n-vector valued functions defined on R which are 2x-periodic; sometimes we 
also denote this space as simply C”. For u E Cp. we use the norm 
We will also write vectors as rows or as columns. whichever is convenient 
when there is no possibility of confusion. 
We will frequently want to use the polar coordinates (u, tl) = 
(p cos 8, p sin j?), and in these variables (1.3) becomes 
Pr=Pxx -pP:+W -P>P, 
P, =P,, + 2PxPJP + &~,(a,. 
(1.4) 
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In Section 2 we discuss steady state solutions to (1.3) in the irrotational 
case E = 0. We find that, after appropriate normalizations, there are two 
families of solutions bifurcating (with k as the bifurcation parameter) from 
the trivial solution (u, ~1) = (0,O) at the values k = j2, j a nonzero integer. 
We call these two families “circular” and “collinear” solutions because of 
their images in the U-G plane. In addition, we find that there is secondary 
bifurcation from the circular solution branches. 
Section 3 is concerned with traveling wave solutions to (1.3) for /a/ small. 
The Implicit Function Theorem is used to establish the existence and speed 
of traveling waves near the circular solutions of Section 2. 
The stability of the solutions described in Sections 2, 3 is treated in 
Section 4. We prove a result suggested by the observations made above 
about the numerical simulations; precisely, we show that, for /E] sufficiently 
small, a traveling wave with j pulses is stable if k > 5j’ - 1, and unstable if 
k < 5j2 - 1. A key to proving the stability result is the fact that the 
appropriate linearized equation has constant coefficients when polar coor- 
dinates are used for the dependent variables. 
2. EQUILIBRIUM SOLUTIONS IN THE IRROTATIONAL CASE 
We seek solutions to the problem 
u”+k(l -p)u=O, 
u” + k(1 --p)~’ = 0, U, u 2n-periodic, 
where k will range over the positive real numbers. 
The fcllowing lemmas will be useful: 
(7-l) 
LEMMA 2.1. All solutions of (2.1) Ivith k > 0 satisfy u2 + ~7’ < 1. 
ProojI Let MI = U’ + LI’, then 
w ” = 2(u’” + ~7’~ - k( 1 - p)w). 
If x E S = (x: w(x) > 1 }, then N”‘(X) > 0, and so IV takes its maximum on 8s 
(if S # 0 then 8s # 0 since periodicity does not allow 1~” > 0 on R). Hence 
if S # 0 then 1 = max{tz(x): x E 3s) = max(w(x): x E S} > 1, which 
establishes the claim. 
The above proof is essentially that of [l] where a similar system with 
different boundary conditions is considered. 
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LEMMA 2.2. If 0 < k < 1 then the only solutions of (2.1) are comtant 
points in the set ((0, 0)) U {(u, v): u2 + G” = 1). 
ProoJ If p = 1 then (2.1) becomes U” = ~7” = 0 and periodicity implies 
that u and u are constant. If p f 0, 1 then u and ZI are both 2z-periodic 
solutions of the equation 
4’” + p(x) y = 0. (2.2) 
where 0 < p = k( 1 - p) < 1. Since p f 0, 1 this problem has eigenvalues 
I&/i” 1, where ;1,>O>k,>&>...; in particular, 0 is not an eigenvalue 
and so u = LJ = 0, a contradiction. 
We now consider k > 1. Since rotations (in the u--l’ plane) and translations 
(x + x + h) of solutions of (2.1) are also solutions, it is convenient to 
normalize by requiring that u be even and z: be odd. Let X = { (ut ~1) f C’: 
U(-x) = u(x), a(-x) = -Z>(X)} with the usual C’ norm. As the following 
lemma shows, there is no loss of generality in seeking solutions only in X. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let (u, U) E C’ be a solution of (2.1). Then for some h and 
8 in [-TC, x] and solution (i& t;) E X, u(x) = zi(s - h) cos 8 - C(x - h) sin 8, 
t.(x) = z&x - h) sin 0 + 5(-u - h) cos 8. 
ProoJ: Since p is periodic. there exists h E f-n, n] such that p’(h) = 0. 
Let B E [-rc, rc] be given by u(h) =p(h) cos 0, c(h) = p(h) sin 8. Now define 
U(x) = u(x + h) cos 19 + L’(X + h) sin 8, t'(x) = -U(X + h) sin e + 
- - u(s + II) cos 13. Then U’(0) = G(O) = 0. It is clear that (u, U) is a solution of 
(2.1). We claim that U is even and ~7 is odd. To see this let u0 = U(O). c; = 
F’(O) and note that (LT, U’, 5, 5’) solves the initial value problem 
u; = 212, u,(O) = 210, 
u;=-k(1 -p)u,, u,(O) = 0, 
v; = CT, c,(O) = 0, 
vi=-k(l-p)c,, CT(O) = z1;, 
0 < x < 71, where p = dm. If we define i(x) = u(-;c), L;(-Y) = -F(--x), 
0 <x ,< TC, we see that (U; u”, &I?‘) solves the same IVP. By uniqueness of 
solutions. we must have U = ~7, 6 = z? and the lemma follows. 
We next describe certain easily found solutions which we call circular and 
collinear because of their image in the U-U plane. 
Circular solutions. The substitution U(X) = p. cosj.~, U(X) = p. sinjx into 
(2.1) yields solutions in X for each integerj, when k > j’ and 
p. = 1 - j2/k. (2.3) 
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Thus, for each nonzero integer j there is a branch of solutions (u, L’, k) in 
XX R + bifurcating from the trivial branch (0, 0, k) at (0, 0, j’). Moreover 
(-u, -v, k) is also a solution. 
Collinear solutions. If we look for solutions (u, v) with either u or u a 
multiple of the other, (2.1) reduces to a scalar equation. Our normalization 
requires that either u or v be identically zero. Assuming the latter, (2.1) 
becomes 
u”+k(l-]u])u=O. (2.4) 
A class of equations including (2.4) but with different boundary 
conditions was treated in [2]. Using similar techniques we obtain 
THEOREM 2.4. For each integer j > 0, Eq. (2.4) has a farnil!, of 
nontrivial solutions u(. ; k) deJined for k > j’ such that (u(. ; k), 0) E X and 
limklj2 u(. ; k) = 0. 
Proof. We first construct a solution u such that u’(O) = 0, u0 s u(O) > 0 
and U(X) decreases to zero as x T rc/2j. This function is then extended oddly 
with respect to x = Ir/2j to the interval [0, n/j], then evenly to [-r/j, n/j] and 
finally, periodically to [-rr, ~1. Proceeding formally, let E(u) = 
i,U k(1 - s)s ds = k(u2/2 - u3/3), then multiplying (2.4) by u’ and integrating 
gives 
u’? + 2E(u) = 2E(u,), 
so that 
u’ = -,/2E(u,) - 2E(u) 
and 
n/2j = ln’2J d.y = - r (2E(u,) - 2E(u)) Ii’ du. (2.5) 
0 . ull 
We will show that (2.5) has a unique solution no E (0, 1) for every k > j’ 
with u. depending continuously on k and u. + 0 as k + j’. The right side of 
(2.5) is 
du 
+I:” & - 2u;/3 - (u’ - 2u3/3) 
dz 
1 - 2uo/3 - ~‘(1 - 2u,z/3) 
d& G(uo). (2.6) 
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We want to solve the equation G(u,) = 7c &/2j for each k > j’. This will 
follow from 
LEMMA 2.5. The function G defined in (2.6) for 0 < uO < 1 satisfies 
6) G(O)= n/2, 
(ii) G'(u,> > 0, 
(iii) lim NO+,- G(uo) = *. 
Proof. (i) is obvious. A short calculation gives 
The integrand is defined and positive for z E [0, I), since if g(z) = 1 + z - 
2u,(l + z + z2)/3, then g(0) > 0, g(1) > 0, and g”(z) < 0, so g(z) > 0 for 
o<z< 1. 
To prove (iii) let a2 = 2 - 2u, and make the change of variables v = 1 - z 
to get 
G(u,) = 1” 
dv 
-0 fi d/a’ + v - a’v - 2u,v”/3 
so G(u,) > 2 log(dw + l/ a completing the proof of Lemma 2.5 and ) 
hence, of Theorem 2.4. 
We next consider secondary bifurcation from each branch of circular 
solutions p = p. = 1 - j’/k, k > j’ with j a fixed nonzero integer. From (1.4) 
we see that the polar form of (2.1) is 
P” - pP2 + k( 1 - p)p = 0, 
P” + 2p’/3’/p = 0. 
(2.7) 
Replacing p by p + p. and p by p + jx gives 
P" - (P +P,,W +j)' +W -(P +P~)(P +poj=OT 
P + 2P'W + "N(P +po) = 0. 
(2.8) 
Let p = (p, p) and let F(k, p) denote the left side of (2.8). Note that 
F(k, 0) = 0 for k > j2. We will show that for certain values of k, branches of 
solutions to (2.8) will bifurcate from the trivial branch. We take the domain 
of F to be contained in (j’, KI) x X, since it is clear that a continuous 
branch of solutions (u, c, k) to (2.1) with (u, 2)) in X near (p,, cos jx. p. sin js) 
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must have (p, p) E X, where P(X) and ,8(x) represent perturbations from p0 
and jx, respectively. Thus, we have 
F: {(k, p): k > j’ and p = (p, p) E X with p > -pO ] --f Y, 
where 
Y = {(p, /I) E Co: p is even, /? is odd}. 
We will use Theorem 1.7 of [3] to prove Theorem 2.7 below, but first we 
establish the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let j be a nonzero integer, and let F be as above for k > j’ 
and (p, /3) E X, p > -po. Let F, denote the Frichet partial derivative of F 
with respect to p. Then if k = 5j’ - n2, n E ( 1, 2 ,...) 2 1 jl - 1 ), 
WJk, 0)) = span{ PO 1, 
where pa(x) = (cos nx, -2jk sin nx/n(k - j’)), and 
R(F,(k, 0)) = 
I 
(f, g) E Y: \% (n CQS ntf(t) - a sin ntg(t)) dt = 0 , 
. --n ! 
where a = 2j(k - j’)/k, and N and R stand for null space and range. 
ProoJ A calculation shows that the equation F,(k, 0)p = (f, g), where 
(f, g) E Y, is given by 
p” - 2j(k - j’)/?‘/k + (j’ - k)p = f (2.9) 
p” + 2jkp’/(k - j’) = g, (2.10) 
where we have replaced p. by (k - j’)/k. Integrating (2.10) gives p’ + 
2jkp/(k - j’) = ji g(x) d-x + C, E G(x) + C, . Substituting p’ into (2.9) gives 
p”+n’p=f+aG+C,-h. (2.11) 
By the Fredholm Alternative Theorem, (2.11) will have an even frc-periodic 
solution if and only if h is orthogonal to cos nx, that is, if and only if 
r (nf(x) cos nx - ag(x) sin nx) d.x = 0. (2.12) 
rc 
Assuming (2.12) holds, (2.11) is easily solved for p in the form p,(x) + 
C cos nx, where C is an arbitrary constant. Next (2.9) is solved for p’, and 
an integration gives ,L? since /3(O) = 0. The lemma follows. 
We are now ready to prove that there is simple bifurcation of solutions to 
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(2.1) at each of the values of k used in the above lemma. Let p0 be as above, 
and let Z be any complement of span{ pO} in X. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let j and F be as above. For each k = 5j’ - n2, n E 
{ 1, 2,..., 2 / ji - l}, there is a neighborhood U of (k, 0) in R X X. an open 
interval I about 0 and continuous functions (d: I-, R, w: I + Z such that 
g(O) = k. ~(0) = 0 and 
F-‘(O) f’ U = {(4(s), sp, + sv/(s)): s E I) U {(t, 0): (t, 0) E U}. 
ProoJ: The theorem follows from Theorem 1.7 of [ 31. The hypotheses of 
that theorem that N(F,(k, 0)j and Y/R(F,(k, 0)) be one dimensional hold by 
Lemma 2.6. We have only to verify that 
A calculation gives 
(2.13) 
F,,k O)P,(X) = $-- 1 cos nx, (ky;2)2 sin nx = (f, g). 
0 
) 
It is clear that (2.12) does not hold with (f, gj as given above, so (2.13) is 
true, completing the proof of Theorem 2.7. 
3. TRAVELING WAVES 
In this section, the Implicit Function Theorem is used to show that by 
including a small rotation term the p = constant circular steady state 
solutions given in Section 2 which have winding number j are perturbed to 
become periodic traveling wave solutions of (1.3) (or (1.4)) with winding 
number j. The Crandall and Rabinowitz version of the Implicit Function 
Theorem (see [3] or 17, p. 591) will be used: 
THEOREM A. Let X, Y, and Z be Banach spaces and F a continuous 
mapping of an open set U c X x Y- Z. Assume that F has a F&her 
derivative with respect to x, F,.(x, y), which is continuous in U. Let 
(x0, yo) E U and F(x,, yo) = 0. If A = Fz,(xo, yo) is an isomorphism of X 
onto Z then 
(i) There is a ball (y: I/y - yojl < r) = B,.(y,) and a unique 
continuous map u: B,( yo) -+ X such that u(yo) = x0 and F(u(y), y) = 0. 
(ii) If F is of class C’ then u(y) is of class C’ and u,(y) = 
-[F,(u(Y), .Y)I-’ F&Q), Y). 
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Traveling wave solutions of (1.4) with velocity c are found by solving the 
system 
-cp’ = p” + k( 1 - p)p - pp*, (3.1) 
-cP’ = P” + @‘P/P + &4,(P), (3.2) 
where p and p are now functions of one variable z =x - ct and ’ = a!/&. 
In looking for 2n-periodic traveling waves with winding number j # 0, 
suppose that k > j* and kf 5j2 -n’, n = l,..., 2 / jl - 1. Consider the 
operator 
P” + k(l -P -P&P + PJ - (P + po)(P’ + j)’ + cp’.’ 
P”+2p’(P’+j)/(p+po)+~~,(/3+jz)+c(/3’+j) ) 
defined in a neighborhood U of (p, /?, c, e) = (0, 0, 0,O) in [C’(S’) x 
Ci(S’) x R] x R =Xx Y, where Ci(S’) = {/3 E C’(S’): p(O) = O}. Let Z = 
(C(S’))l. (The spaces X, Y, and Z are not those of Section 2.) 
Solutions of (3.1), (3.2) are zeros of F. An easy calculation shows that F: 
U+ Z is C’. Following the notation of Theorem A we let x = (p, ,& c) E X 
and consider 
A is FJO, 0, 0,O) = 
d2/dz2 + (j’ - k), -2p, jd/dz, 0 
(2j/p,)d/dz, d’/dz’, j ’ 
We show that A is an isomorphism of X onto Z. For (f, g) E Z, the 
equation Ax = (f, g) may be written 
p” + (j’ - k)p - 2p,, j/l’ = f, (3.3) 
P” + 2jp’/po + jc = g. (3.4) 
Integrating (3.4) gives c = jr, g(z)dz/2lrj. Also (3.4) may be written 
p’(z) = -2jp(z)/p, + !” (g(s) - jc) ds + C, y 
-z 
(3.5) 
where C, is any constant. Substituting for /I’ in (3.3) gives 
p” + (5j* - k)p = h(z) + Cl, (34 
where 
h(z)=f(z)+2p,jf (g(s)-jc)ds and C2 = 2p, jC,. 
-7r 
For k # 5j2 - n’, n = 0, l,..., 2 1 jl - 1, k > j’, it is clear that (3.6) has a 
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unique 2n-periodic solution for each Cz. For different choices of C, the 
solutions differ by a constant. If k = 5j2 then, by the Fredholm Alternative 
Theorem, Cz must be chosen so that h + Cz has mean value zero (otherwise 
(3.6) has no 27c-periodic solution) in which case (3.6) has infinitely man!; 
solutions which differ from one another by additive constants. Notice also 
that a fixed solution of (3.6) determines /? from (3Sj and hencep, since 
,8(O) = 0. Thus, the system (3.3), (3.4) has a 2z-periodic solution. To show 
uniqueness, if there were two solutions (p, , /3,), (pz, p2) then by the foregoing 
p --pi -p2 would be a constant. Now, (3.4) implies that ,G = ,f?, -/?, is zero 
since p(O) = 0 and p is periodic. Finally, Eq. (3.3) implies that p = 0. Thus, 
A is an isomorphism of X onto Z and from Theorem A we have 
THEOREM 3.1. Let j be a nonzero integer and k > j2 be fixed such that 
k # 5j2 - n’ for n = l,..., 2 (jl - 1. Then there exists F~ > 0 such that .for 
1 E / < Ed the system (1.4) has a unique (up to a translation by the independent 
variable z) 2rt-periodic traveling wave solution with winding number j in a 
C’ neighborhood of each circular solution having winding number j. The 
speed of the traveling wave is given by c = -(&/2nj) .I’:‘, @,(s) ds + O(F). 
The last claim comes from integrating (3.2j over 1-r. rr] and using the 
fact that in C2, p =pO + O(E), and p(i) = jz + O(E). 
4. STABILITY OF EQUILIBRIUM AND TRAVELING WAVE SOLUTIONS 
In this section we discuss the stability of the steady state solutions treated 
in Section 2 and the traveling wave solutions of Section 3. We begin by 
defining the notion of stability we will use. Suppose w(x, t) = $(x - ct) is a 
traveling wave or an equilibrium (zero speed traveling wave) solution to 
(1.3). Since translates of solutions are also solutions, it is usual to say that 
4 is stable if initial data near 4 evolves to a solution which stays near a 
translate of qk 
Suppose the parabolic system 
ut = Zl,, + g(u). u in R” and 2x-periodic in x, t > 0, (4.1) 
has a nonconstant traveling wave solution u(x, t) = 4(x - ct). Change to 
coordinates moving with $ by letting JJ = x - ct, so that (4.1) becomes 
u, = u,, + cu, + g(u), u 2x-periodic. 
Now change the dependent variable by U( y, t) = c(y, t) + $(JJ) so that the 
equation for 0 is 
v, = v,,,, + CLTy + g(tl + $) - g(4). 
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Assuming that g is C’ in a neighborhood of the range of 4 then allows us to 
rewrite (4.1) abstractly as 
vt + Av = f(v), (4.2) 
where f(v) = g(v + 4) - g(C) - g’(4) v and A is the closed densely defined 
operator in X= (C(S’))” given by 
Av = -vgY - cv,, - g’(#)v for v E dam(A). 
One may easily compute the spectrum of -(d*/&* + cd/&) in X, then 
noting that g’(4) is a bounded matrix one sees that A is sectorial in the sense 
of Henry [7]. For a E [0, 1) define the spaces X” = dom(A + LZ~)~ for any 
large number a, and equip them with the graph norm, denoted by /I . /Ia. 
Then [7, Theorem 1.4.81 X” is a Banach space with norm I( . ]lL1, X0 =X, 
and for ct > p > 0, X* is a dense subspace of X0 with continuous inclusion. 
If A has .compact resolvent, the inclusion X” c X4 is compact when o > 
P> 0. 
We will prove a stability theorem for the traveling wave solutions of 
Theorem 3.1 by using the following result from [7, p. 1081. 
THEOREM B. Assume that A is sectorial, f: X” +X is C’ in a 
neighborhood of 0, with f(0) = 0, f ‘(0) = 0. Assume that there is a C* curve 
z?(h) E X” for h near zero with AC(h) = f($h)), 6(O) = 0, (dfi/dh)(O) # 0. 
Finally, assume a(A) contains 0 as a simple eigenvalue while the remainder 
of the spectrum has real part greater than w > 0. Let v(t) be the solution of 
(4.2) with initial data v0 E X”. Then there is a K > 0 such that if I/ ~~~11~ is 
suflciently small, I( v(t) - fi(h,)ll, < KeeW’, for some h,. 
Remarks. 1. This result is an exercise in [7], following readily from the 
details given there. 
2. With f, A, and X as in (4.2) f(0) = 0, f: X" +X is C’ for CI E 
[0, l), andf’(O)=O. 
3. Taking C(h)(.) = $(. + h) - #(.) gives At?(h) = f(tT(h)j, LT: 
[-z, n] +X” is C*, $0) = 0 and drJ/dh = q%’ # 0. 
We now state the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let j be a nonzero integer, let k > j*, and let 
(u(x, t), v(x, t)) = &I - ct) b e a traveling wave solution of (1.3) as in 
Theorem 3.1. Then for each k > 5j2 - 1 and E suflciently small. 4 is stable in 
the following sense: Let /I . Ila be the norm on X” = ((C(S’))‘)O and let (u, v) 
be the 2?c-periodic solution of (1.3) with initial data (u,, v,,) = o + w. Then 
for I( ~~11~ sufficiently small there exists h E [R such that 
lliu(x, t), 0(x, t)) - 4(x - ct + h)ll, < Keewf, 
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where K, w are independent of w. If k < 5j’ - 1, then for all small E, 4 is 
linearly unstable. 
Note that 4 as given by Theorem 3.1 is near a circular solution so it is not 
constant and also it does not pass through the origin in the u-v piane, so the 
nonlinearity in (1.3) is CL in a neighborhood of the range of $. These obser- 
vations together with Remarks 1-3 show that to prove Theorem 4.1 we need 
only prove that when (1.3) is written as (4.2) then the spectral condition of 
Theorem B is satisfied for small 1~1 when k > 5j2 - 1 and when k < Sj’ - 1 
the operator A has an eigenvalue with negative real part if /E/ is small. We 
will do this by changing to polar coordinates. throw away some of the O(E) 
terms, compute the spectrum of the remaining operator and use perturbation 
theory to draw our conclusions. 
Let IV = (u, U) = (p cos /3, p sin /?) SE g(p, ,8) = g(p). Then in the traveling 
coordinate frame y = x - ct, (1.3) and (1.4) can be written 
w, = G,(w) E 
1 
u,,. + cu, + k( 1 - p)u - E@, (@v 
v,.v + CL>, + 4 1 - P?L’ -t E#, (PN 1 
cos p -p sin b 
= I[ pyy + cpy -PP; + k!l - P)P sin p PCOSP P,, + CP, + 2P,PJP + E@,(P) 1 (4.3) 
and 
Pr = F,( P> = pyy + CP,- PP: + k(l -P)P 
Py, + 4 + 2P,&/P + @,(ljl 1 * (4.4) 
Let ~(4: t) = FE(y) be a solution to (4.4) as in Theorem 3.1 (so that 
c = c(e)). The operator A of Theorem B is given by -GL(#,), where $, = g(Fz). 
We will study the spectrum of A by looking at the simpler operator FL(&J. 
Indeed, if we differentiate the equation G,( g(p)) = g’(p) F,(p) with respect 
to p and evaluate at p = FE we obtain, with H s gt(FEj, 
-AH = HF;(&), since F,(&) = 0. 
Hence, FL(FG)p = Lp if and only -A(Hp) = LHp, so it suffices to study the 
eigenvaiues of F;(FJ. We write 
F;(&)p = &(&)p + cp' + h4(E)p = Tp + i%f(s)p, 
where M(E) is a 2 x 2 matrix with entries in Co which tend to zero uniformly 
as F + 0. 
LEMMA 4.2. The spectrum of T consists of the eigencalues R =,u =t icn. 
where p is a solution to 
,u2+,u(2n' + k-j2) + n’(n’f k-5j2)=0, n = 0. l,.... (4.5) 
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Proof The equation Tp = Lp, 
Tp = pyY - W - .?lP,/k + (j2 - k)p + cpy 
Py, + 2.j,p,l(k - j2) + cP,> 
(4.6) 
is a constant coefficient equation, so we look for 2rc-periodic solutions in the 
form (p, p) = (aeiny, beiny), n E Z, a, b E 6. A calculation shows that (4.6) 
has nontrivial solutions if and only if p = A- icn satisfies (4.5). The lemma 
follows since the eigenvectors corresponding to these eigenvalues are 
complete in (L2(S’))‘. 
COROLLARY 4.3. If k > 5j’ - 1, the spectrum of T has an isolated simple 
eigenvalue at 0, and the rest of the spectrum is contained in (Re A < -a} for 
some a = a(j, kj > 0. If k < 5j’ - 1, T has at least one eigenvalue with 
positive real part. 
Proof. The solutions to (4.5) are real and distinct and we denote them 
Pnl ‘c Pn2, n=o, 1,2 ‘.... First let k > 5j2 - 1. Then for n # 0 all solutions to 
(4.5) are negative and bounded away from zero, while ,uu,, < pu,, = 0. That 0 
is a simple eigenvalue follows from the fact that N(T) = span{ (0, l)} and the 
eigenvectors of T are complete. Finally, if k < 5j’ - 1, then plZ > 0. 
We have thus have the spectral hypothesis of Theorem B satisfied by the 
operator -T when k > 5j2 - 1. 
LEMMA 4.4. If k > 5j2 - 1 and E is sufficiently small, the spectrum of A 
contains 0 as a simple eigenvalue while the remainder of the spectrum has 
real part greater than w = w(j, k, E) > 0. If k < 5j’ - 1 and E is sufficiently 
small, A has at least one eigenvalue with negative real -part. 
The proof of this lemma is given in the Appendix where we collect some 
results based on ideas in Kato [5]. Thus Theorem 4.1 follows from 
Theorem B and Lemma 4.4. In our original manuscript Theorem 4.1 used the 
results in the paper by D. Sattinger [S]. We would like to thank Professor 
Jack Hale for suggesting the use of the results in [7] which, in our case, 
simplified the arguments. 
We conclude this section with a result on the instability of the collinear 
solutions of Section 2. 
THEOREM 4.5. The collinear equilibrium solutions of Theorem 2.4 are 
linearly unstable. 
Proof Let (u, v) = (ti, 0) be a solution to (2.1) as in Theorem 2.4. The 
linearization of (2.1) about this solution is 
u, = u,, + k(l - 2 ) Ul>u, 
vt = v,, + k( 1 - I ul>v, 
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so we consider the eigenvalue problem 
0” + k(l - / zq)v = AL?, (u, a) 2n-periodic. 
(4.7) 
Since the solutions to the eigenvaiue problem U” = /Itl are 0, -I,...* --n’,... 
and 1 - lU(x)/ > 0, there is a positive eigenvalue of (4.7) with eigenvector of 
the form (0, t)). 
Concluding Remarks 
As indicated in the introduction, numerical simulations of (1.3) have been 
useful in suggesting qualitative properties of solutions. We wish to mention 
some further numerical experiments we performed with the collinear 
solutions to (2.1) which suggest an interesting problem. We began the 
simulation with the initial data u(x, 0) = cos x, v(x, 0) = 0. The solution 
appeared to evoive toward the (unstable) collinear solution (E, 0) as in 
Theorem 2.4 with j = 1. This was probably because our simulation did not 
introduce any perturbations of the function L’ and U is a stable solution to the 
scalar equation obtained by setting u = 0, E = 0 in (1.3). We then used initia! 
data of the form (z& uO), a perturbation of the collinear solution. and 
observed the evolving solution. If L’~ was of one sign, then the solution tended 
to a constant on the circle uz + a’ = 1. On the other hand, if xv&j > 0. so 
that the initial data encircled the origin in the U--Z’ plane, the solution tended 
either to a constant, as above, or to the circular solution p = 1 - (I/k). In 
particular, if .uc,&j > 0 and vO(x) = --u& - z), the circular solution was the 
limit. It thus appears the collinear solutions are important for obtaining a 
geometric portrait of the flow for the system (1.3). We wish to mention that 
since this paper was accepted for publication we have obtained conditions on 
the function 4, which give traveling waves for E # 0 near certain collinear 
solutions. This result will be published elsewhere. Based on the numerical 
results just mentioned, we conjecture that arbitrarily small perturbations of 
such solutions can tend either to extinction (U = 1, z: = 0) or propagation 
(the stable traveling waves of Theorem 4.1). 
APPENDIX 
In this section we will use the following theorem from 15, p. 1961. 
THEOREM C. Let T and B be operators from X to Y, both Banach 
spaces. Let T- ’ beloizg to 9( Y, X), the bounded operators ,from Y to X. Let 
B be T-bounded; that is, D(T) c D(B) and 
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for a, b nonnegative constants. Then if a and b satis&> 
a(IT-‘Il+b=r< 1, 
S E B + T is closed and invertible, with S-’ E 9(Y, X) and 
IW’II < IIT-‘l//(1 -r). 
(4 
643) 
Lemma 4.4 is a consequence of Theorem C and the following lemma. 
LEMMA Al. For u = (u ,,..., u,) in C2 E D(p), we define 
Lz?u=Du”+B,u’+B,u, 
where D is a constant diagonal matrix with positive entries, and B,, B, are 
n x n matrices with entries in Co. Then for each 6 > 0 there are positive 
constants K, M so that if 11 I > K and arg A= y satisfies 1 yI < A - 6, then 
IIW-w 4lo~~ll4loll~l. 644) 
ProoJ Let il = p2 = (p + im)‘, with y > 0. Then the solution to the scalar 
equation 2)” -Au=-f,fECO, is 
and hence 
V(X) = $ \y e-p’x-slf(s) ds, 
” 00 
v’(x) = + -1 
.a2 
m 
-e-p(“-s)f(s) ds +! 
I 
Using ,u = m cos y/2, one deduces from the above equations the following 
estimates: 
II VII0 G Ilf llo/(l~l cm 19) (‘45) 
and 
II 0 II 1 G 2 Ilf lIo/wm cm Y/4 if Inl>l. (A61 
Next, let Tu = Du” - Au and (T + B)u = (9 - A ju, where I arg II I < rc - 6. 
Then the above results for the scalar case show that 
IIT-‘~llo=Il~llol(l~l cos$), (*7) 
II T- ‘u 111 < 2 II ~4 IlolCm ~0s 16% C-48) 
where d is the smallest positive entry in the diagonal matrix D. 
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We now apply Theorem C to prove (A4). Let X= Y= Co. Then for u E 
D(T) = D(Lq 
ll~~llO=ll~l~‘+~o~llo~ c, II41 = c, ll~-‘v-~?ll, 
so that B is T-bounded with a = 0 and b = 2C,/(~Jdr;iT cos y/2). Hence 
(A2) holds if //2/ . is sufficiently large, and so (A4) follows from (A3) and 
(A7). 
Proof of Lemma 4.4. Let S, T, and B be FL(&J T, and M(E) respectively, 
as in Section 4, so S = T + B. Now II Bull, = llM(~)z~/l, < a(e) // uljo, so B is 
T-bounded (with X= Y = Co), with a = a(c) and b = 0. Moreover, a(s) --$ 0 
as E + 0. Let k > 5j2 - 1 and let V be {Re A > -a)\{l/li < p} where p is small 
and a is as in Corollary 4.3. Then V is contained in the resolvent set of T. 
and by Lemma Al, sup,,,]](T-1))‘]] < co. It now follows from 
Theorem C that for E sufficiently small V is also in the resolvent set of 5’. 
Moreover, the curve ]A / = p separates the spectrum of S, by ]5. 
Theorem IV 3.18, p. 2141; that the simple eigenvalue inside this curve is zero 
follows from the fact that #E is a null-vector of F’JFJ. In the case k < 5j’ - 1. 
we let r be a curve enclosing an eigenvalue of T having positive real part. 
Since sup a ll(T - a)-’ ]/ < 1 for E sufficiently small. this curve also encloses 
an eigenvalue of S, again by [5, Theorem IV 3.181. 
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